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The Aircraft Museum

by Noel
Allard

One of my fondest memories is working with Johan Larsen at The Aircraft Museum at Flying Cloud Airport the
summers of 1975-76-77. Three summers in a row we
played with airplanes on Saturday and Sunday. Johan was
a manufacturers agent in the automotive field and had a
very lucrative business which permitted him to indulge in
this huge hobby. He was a pilot and aircraft owner, and
owned several hangars at Flying Cloud airport. He also
owned the entire building at the (Continued on page 6)
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Cleared for
the Approach

by Frank Hanish

At

last month’s meeting, we delivered the Gusty to the Washburn Aviation Magnet.
Once neatly tucked away, Noel Allard treated us all to a subset of his personal collection
of aviation slides. This meeting was well attended. We shared the evening with two charter members of Chapter 25, Bert Sisler and Roger Anderson. It was fun. We got to see,
and hear stories of the earlier days. Some of which spilled over into this edition with a
follow up on Lee Hurry’s Fairchild.

As you read ON FINAL you can not help but become aware of the many events going on
in this chapter. It’s certainly been a busy couple of months. Mike Dolan has done a masterful job of Young Eagle organization. Ed Hansen is to be commended for chairing this
year’s picnic, as well as the fundraising raffle. Greg Cardinal continues to take several
behind-the-scenes assignments, and is currently working on the verbiage to go into a hangar use agreement. Chris Bobka’s duties as treasurer have been increased with the advent
of the chapter hangar. Chris recently completed the MAC transfer of lease, and state tax
concerns on this property. What else can I say about our editor? Pete Gavin continues to
do a wonderful job on this periodical. It should be another award winner…
Are you going to AirVenture Oshkosh 2002? The dates for this year’s “Fifty Years of
Fly-Ins” are July 20th through July 29th. Each year a few of our members donate their
weekends, or the coming holiday, to spend some time in Oshkosh as volunteers. There is
much to be done prior to opening day, and between now and then, the campground is akin
to a small village. Each year, well before June and throughout July volunteers are on hand
to prepare the grounds, for what follows is the best aviation event in the world. If personally you can not find the time to help, then please offer a thank you to those who do.
A special thank you this month goes out to Dale Johnson. Dale has donated the refrigerator used during the picnic. We did not get our hangar wants listed in the newsletter this
month. I am still looking for a couple adequate fire extinguishers. We may have to buy
some before too long…in as much, as I hate to be the watchdog, there are people caught in
photos smoking in the hangar. This means a sign, or two, is in order!
For the next chapter meetings, we will hopefully have a couple of beautiful summer evenings. June 19th we will be gathering once again out at the chapter’s hangar. Bert Sisler is
using the hangar for the final assembly of the Cygnet. Some of you saw this aircraft out
there while at the picnic earlier this month. We expect that Bert can give us an update on
the project at our upcoming meeting.
As many of you met Tanssi (a Finnish Spitz puppy) at the chapter picnic, you may have
been made aware of my flying vacation last month. My wife Caren, myself, along with
our friend Mike Dolan set out in the Debonair on a flight to Macon, GA “to fetch” this little girl. Flights of this distance are not something that the average recreational pilot does
very often. We’re working on a little piece for next month…as promised.
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Saga of a Fairchild
or, The phone call that changed my life!

by Lee Hurry

This Month-June 19 6:00 pm
Grill hot at 6 pm, Meeting starts at 7:00
Chapter hangar 34A on India Ln at Air Lake (LVN)
South on I-35 to Hwy 70 (Megastop), then East to Hamburg
Ave (3rd stop sign.) Right turn and South to airport perimeter
road.
Left on airport perimeter road then watch for the taxiway
with all the cars parked in front of hangar.

Private Ground School
For Members and Family

It was the familiar voice of my predecessor, Chapter 25 president and local IA/A&P, Dick Gleason, telling me about an available Classic Airplane. One of those which one only dreamt
about. This 40-years-ago call would be today’s equivalent of one
telling me about finding a Deusenberg in a barn which even I
could afford to buy! A 1936 Fairchild 24 R C8F was the early
version of the cabin monoplane evolved from the 2-place openparasol Fairchild 22 which had evolved from the KridnerReisner “KR”. This new model with its in-line, inverted, 145 hp
Fairchild-Ranger 6 cyl engine of 390 cu. in. was now a sleek,
curvaceous 3-place high wing beauty, worthy contemporary to
the Beechcraft Staggerwing and Cessna Airmasters. These were
gorgeous, expensive business airplanes.
In these mid Great Depression years only a few of each were
sold, perhaps 150 Fairchilds with either Rangers or Warners.
The single back seat had room on each side for a suitcase. It was
a big plane, having steps built into the gear legs and wing struts
so one could climb up to fuel it or clean the 3-piece safety glass
windshield. It was tube and fabric design, using square 4130 fuselage structure with wood formers, wings being all wood with
empennage covered with plywood, the whole covered in Grade
A cotton and finished in Nitrate dope. This ship had one previous recover job. A “full” instrument panel was standard, along
with a low freq radio & hand crank trailing antenna for instrument flight. A retractable landing light in one wing (there had
been two originally) complemented the old style protruding nav
lights. All this was in excellent condition.
I later learned that John Rice at Willmar was the Fairchild
Dealer who ordered the plane and used it in his Charter/Rental
business ‘til it was sold. Before that happened it was cracked up
in a ground loop when the cross wind landing in No. Dakota
proved to be more difficult than the pilot’s skill could handle!
One has to believe that the uncontrolled full-swivel tail wheel
probably contributed to the loss of control which twisted the
right gear leg fuselage attach area and cracked a spar tip. John
had the factory weld up a tube cluster to replace the bent area.
ON FINAL JUNE 2002

Member John Sullivan (CFII-AGI-IGI) is interested in putting on a Private Ground School (using the King Audio/
Visual tapes) for any Chapter Members’ teenagers, grandchildren (ages 15-19), spouses, etc., and even some members
could audit the course if they haven't been to one in years.
The cost would be free and John would sign off the ground
school for the private license for those with FAA Student License. Start date would be August 1st and every Tuesday
and Thursday from then through August 27th. Three
hours each evening (6:00—9:00 P.M.) at the Chapter hangar.
Call John at 952-890-7053 if you have someone interested
in taking this course.

Welcome New Members!
Jery Farrell, Sanford Berg
Piers Strike & John Dennehey

Apparently the engineers decided that the full swivel wasn’t
such a good idea because they devised a kit to attach cables
from the rudder pedals back to the tail wheel fork. Deceased
Chapter 25 member Ray Brown bought the ship, using it as a
rental etc. ‘til WWII ended its flying. Somewhere along the
way Ray tossed its unique wheel pants and fairings into the
St. Paul dump, after having some spring mud freeze up the
wheels, thus accelerating his gray hair accumulation upon
landing!
Luckily on grass so they merely skidded like skis, although
equally uncontrollable. He sold it after the war to a couple
other Southport pilots who later decided to split up and sell it.
Chapter 25 member Bill Clinton who was secretary during
my term got interested in it as a replacement for his Luscombe since by now it had the rear seat widened to a double
and they had two growing kids. Bill was at the controls when
he lost it and ground looped it there at Southport, twisting a
gear leg. This heat treated part was considered unrepairable
and a replacement couldn’t be found! It became a hangar
queen!
Enter Dick Gleason who had recently become chief mechanic
at Southport. He figured that such a rare ship deserved a better fate and devised a repair that the FAA accepted. However,
the owners didn’t have the money.
Continued on page 7
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Chapter Picnic

We

held our Annual

Picnic/Raffle -Kic koff
Saturday, June 1st at
the Chapter hangar at
Air Lake. The cameras
came out too late to capture all the members and
their families, but we
still managed to get a
few pictures.

Above left, Tanssi (our new
Chapter mascot?) was all set to steal the show, but as you can see on the
upper right, all eyes were on Bert Sisler’s Cygnet project with the new
Jabiru engine. Bert took advantage of all the helping hands to attach the
wings and calculate weight and balance. To the lower right, you can see
Bert with his precision measuring instrument in hand, used to calculate
where to place the “Bert and Eric” decals to get the CG just so!
Bob Stone (in the photo to the left)
stopped by for his first visit since his
move up north last fall. Bob now has a
cabin on a lake near Gilbert Mn, southeast of Virginia.
Ed Hanson (to the left below) is pictured
with family members—thanks to Ed for organizing the day’s event, and getting
that boatload of raffle tickets distributed!
At far lower right, Chris Bobka and
son pose in front of his beautifully
restored Cessna 140 that he recently flew up from his
hangar in Texas.
Great food, friendly faces, wonderful weather, and the
perfect setting to kick off our hangar fund raffle!
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Young Eagles at Lake Elmo
by Mike Dolan

Chapter

25's Young Eagles

2002 program total is at 99!
We had a Young Eagle rally at
Lake Elmo for a group from
Stillwater in May. We were put
in touch with this group by
Chapter 25 member, Chris
Bobka. Thirty nine (39) happy
Stillwater aviators were airlifted Saturday, May 18th by
Stan Chrobak, Jon Cumpton,
Don Eide, Pete Gavin, Frank
Hanish, Mark Kolesar, and
Norm Tesmar.
Our stalwart ground crew gang
included Noel Allard, Greg Cardinal, Ron Oehler, and Steve
Schmidt. We were able to use
Lake Elmo EAA Chapter 54's
Headquarters as the event site.
Chapter 54 graciously welcomed us
and embraced our efforts in this
event. They provided refreshments
and any help we needed to make this
event a safe and enjoyable event. A
special thanks to Chapter 54's
Young Eagle Coordinator Al Kupferschmidt for his unprecedented aid and
hand of friendship during and prior to
the rally.
Our next Young Eagle rally will be
held at the Faribault airport on
June 29th.
Another thanks to
Chris Bobka for the contacts to
get this event set up. Because I
will not be able to be at the Faribault event I am in need of someone to be the on site manager.
Please contact me as soon as possible if you can help.
ON FINAL JUNE 2002
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The Aircraft Museum
(continued from page 1)

Johan Larsen’s B-25 Bomber

northwest corner of the field, which included
offices and the museum’s large, main hangar. In
the early 1970s, Johan began accumulating antique and vintage airplanes to accompany the
Waco UPF-7 and Cessna 310 he owned and
flew for business.
His dream had been to own and operate a major
aircraft museum, and he had been acquiring
vintage aircraft for many years. Among them
was a B-25 bomber that had been impounded
locally for running dope from Mexico. He acquired a rare North American O-47 from a
Mexican owner, and an F-4U Corsair which had
been refurbished to the markings of South Dakota Governor, Joe Foss’s wartime aircraft. He purchased an
OX-5 Curtiss Robin from Jack Lysdale, a Standard J-1, a
“Canuck” Jenny, and from Walt Bullock, a Bleriot that Bullock had flown for years at local airshows. He found a Fleet
trainer, and Curtiss CW-1 Junior, as well as J-2 and J-3 Cubs,
and two McCullough Gyroplanes. He bought the MoraneSaulnier 230 used in the movie Blue Max from actor George
Peppard. The Standard had been used in the movie Ace Eli and
Roger of the Sky, and cracked up, not once, but twice before
being rebuilt by Bullock. Johan had also purchased a T-6 aircraft, converted to resemble a Japanese “Kate” torpedo plane
used in the movie Tora, Tora, Tora. There was even the beginnings of a Wright Flyer, the construction of which had been
halted, but a good project for the future for somebody like
Walt Bullock. Very interesting to me was a man-powered airplane. It had styrofoam ribs with saran-wrap covering, the area
between the ribs supported by fish line. It had bicycle pedals
that would turn a large prop and hand controls that operated all
three axis of movement. It never got out of the hangar because
it was so fragile and nobody ever saw it except a few of
Johan’s fellow airport bums.
Johan had collected a couple of interesting cars to display with
the aircraft. He found a Lancia Austora Ministrel (an Italian
limo) once owned by Mussolini. He had a Model A, and a
Model T Depot Hack, turned Airport Hack. Driving those
around once in a while was a blast.
Most of the antiques were kept in Johan’s several hangars during the week and pulled out on Saturdays and Sundays with
garden tractors, using tow dollies designed and built by Johan
himself. The planes would be displayed within a fenced enclosure alongside the main office/hangar building on Pioneer
Trail. Visitors would have to pay to get inside. The week prior
to the grand opening in July, 1975, Johan, Gregg Nelson, a
couple other airport hangouts and myself practiced pulling
each airplane from its hangar and towing it into the display
yard. We wanted to know how long it would take us to pull
things out, set up the display each day and how long to put
everything away. We found it would take us a good 45 minutes to get everything put back in its shelter after a day’s display. Johan was worried about unpredictable summer weather.
And with good cause.
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For the Grand Opening, Johan, a former Marine, had arranged
with the local Marine Corps unit to provide an honor guard for
the raising of the Stars and Stripes. Sherm Booen made the
opening remarks. The visitors would then pour through the
gates at a ticket booth that Johan had meticulously constructed
and hauled to the spot. There was the threat of heavy weather,
however. The grand opening ceremony was hardly over when
the radio weather report indicated that a severe storm cell was
on its way toward us from the Southwest. Johan called the
tower and asked them to give us 45 minutes notice from their
radar of the cell’s arrival. In an hour, the tower called, “You
have 45 minutes.”
This was exactly the time it would take to get everything put
away, and we charged into it. Towing the planes to their hangars and pushing them in one after another took all hands and
as many volunteers as we could muster. We were working as
hard as we could with the green wall of the advancing storm
looming behind the tower, and looking very ominous. I remember vividly racing back from one of the hangars, just having
closed the last door with everything secured, the rain smashing
down, the pavement slippery, and sliding on my butt under the
main hangar door, just as it was coming down.
With everything safe inside, we waited out the storm, as a 70
mile an hour gust front swept across the field. Hail hammered
the metal door for several minutes, then came the rain and we
poured coffee to wait out the rest. In half an hour the storm was
gone. We ventured out to survey the damage. The four outside
planes, the B-25, O-47, Corsair and Kate were okay, but they
had all moved around, even though securely tied down. The
Corsair had lost some of its recent paint, but not enough to
Sherm Booen's famous "758B" at FCM
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worry about. The ticket booth, however, had been blown over,
and when we uprighted it, we discovered that the dollar bills
from the money tray, hastily abandoned in our rush to get the
aircraft under cover, were plastered like wallpaper on the inside walls.
The sun came out later and with skies clear, we pulled out the
airplanes again, and even entertained a few more guests before the afternoon was over. A week later we did the same
drill, but with a little less severe a storm, and more time to get
things away. With the exception of the very first two weekends, the museum never had a rainout for the next three seasons.
My recollections of some of the more entertaining moments
include starting the engines on the old planes for entertainment. Johan had devised a bungee system for pulling the prop
of the J-1 Standard to get the big Hisso engine to start. A
leather cup was fitted to one prop tip, laid over the top of the
spinner and the bungee cord attached to it was stretched by
several people to a length of fifty or so feet away. When the
engine was primed, and “contact” called, one of us would tip
the prop and the bungee would pull the prop over the top and
start the engine. This worked well until one day when the
crowd had filled the space between the plane and the volunteers. When the prop was tipped the bungee cord zinged back
over the heads of the crowd and just fortunately, it was a few
inches above, because it would have knocked someone cold if
it had hit them. We didn’t allow people to stand in the way
after that!
We asked antiquers in the area to bring their planes over for
weekend displays, and many did. We even had the Hamilton
Metalplane one weekend. As time went by, the visitors became fewer and fewer and during the third year, we scratched
our heads wondering what would bring in a crowd. Many
more folks would come to stand outside the fence and
“rubberneck” as Johan called it. We had a portable PA system
which we used to tour around with the visitors and describe
each airplane and the couple cars that were part of the collection. We walked up and down the fence encouraging those
outside to spend a dollar and come in. We had invited guests
such as Max Conrad, who came to visit on a Sunday. Max
and I exchanged books, he autographed a copy of Into the
Wind, and I autographed a copy of Speed. Walt Bullock attended one weekend, and to keep busy, wound the turnbuckles on the flying wires of the Museum Jenny while people
watched.
After the Storm
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Saga of a Fairchild

(Continued from page 3)

He thought of me, even though he knew full well I was happily
flying my recently completed “Hurry Sport”, a low wing singleplace 85 hp which I designed in 1960 and built in 61-62 largely
from junk Piper parts.
He correctly figured I’d want the Fairchild, so we went to look
it over and talk to the partner who was handling the sale. They
had a spare set of wings (remember the ground loop tendency)
and the worn out original engine plus most of a barrel of oil.
Ray had replaced the engine with a surplus military 175 hp as
used in PT-19s. Unfortunately all the military rangers were
built with much greater clearances than the pre-war civilian engines and consequently the loose bearings overloaded the single
oil ring for an oil consumption of 1 gal per hour! At any rate I
was renting a T hangar from Ken Muxlow and had no place for
the wings or engine so the sale was made including the oil and I
had to pay Gleason for the gear repair and annual. A check ride
from the owner was included. When I opened the hangar for it,
man did that ship look huge, compared to my little Sport! After
two touch & go landings he declared I was checked out! The
next morning I headed it for Rockford (pre-Oshkosh days) to
make my 3rd landing there, following in trail on a Vollmer
Sportsman (read SLOW) with a P-51 on my tail! Soon as all 3
were down solid, I ruddered right smartly off into the grass and
let the ‘51 whistle on by!
Continued on page 8
Gregg Nelson, a former Minnesota handball champion, and I
kidded with Johan during the off-hours when we had no visitors. Gregg once showed me that he could throw a handball all
the way across the airport. He could far out-throw me. There
are probably still some little blue handballs on the airport infield.
We had many good times, despite the poor crowds. Johan had
constructed a one-size-fits-all dog carrier, built out of welding
rod. A carrying handle was attached to a C-clamp device with
a muzzle at one end and a long point on a screw-in handle to
hold the dog’s other end. To attract interest, I tried to convince
Johan to advertise a test hop of the man-powered-machine. I
would volunteer to pilot it. I wasn’t worried because I didn’t
think it would ever get off the ground. But imagine the spectacle and publicity. And what if it did get off the ground, wouldn’t that be fabulous! Johan just laughed.
After three seasons with very minimal interest from the public,
Johan closed The Aircraft Museum. Those three summers were
classic times at the original aviation museum at Flying Cloud.
Since that time, other aviation museums have come and gone
as well, Planes of Fame East at Flying Cloud opened years after The Aircraft Museum and closed in 1997, Polar Aviation at
Anoka County Airport, Heritage Halls at Owatonna, even the
Air Guard Museum at Minneapolis. Johan subsequently sold
several of his aircraft to the San Diego Air & Space Museum, a
museum whose collection had been destroyed by fire just
months before The Aircraft Museum opened. The Jenny, Standard, Bleriot, Robin, and Fleet can be viewed there still. Johan
Larsen is still around, and still a friend of aviation. He lives in
Eden Prairie and is the current President of the OX-5 Aviation
Pioneers chapter in the Twin Cities.
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Note-EAA-M’s
Notes to EAA Chapter 25 Members

Chapter Gatherings
Jun 19 EAA Ch 25 Meeting
Chapter hangar on India lane, LVN (see p3)
Grill is on at 6pm, Meeting at 7pm
Planned Young Eagle Events
Jun 29 Faribault Muni Airport (FBL)
Need volunteer to manage this event!
Contact YE Coord. Mike Dolan

Fly-Ins/Special Events
Jun 28-Jul 4 Starbuck MN (D32) Fri-Thur
Pope Co Flyers Fly-In/Camp-In Week
Chris' Cakes 7 a.m.-noon Saturday 29th
In conjunction with Starbuck Heritage Days
Don 320/795-2786; Mary Jo 320/392-5869
Jun 29 Faribault MN (FBL) 2-6p
Faribau1t Pilots Brat & Sweet Corn Feed
Static display incl Dave Bates' Stearman
Bob Peasley 507/744-5111
Jun 30 St Cloud MN
Wheels, Wings, and Water Fly-In.
Pancake and sausage bkfst; free for pic.
James M. Schlick 320/253-6400
Jun 30 Caledonia MN (CHU) 7a-noon
Fly-In Bkfst 507/724-2585
Jun 30 Aitkin MN (AIT) 8a-3p
Wild rice pncakes til 11, brats/burgers to 3
Classic car show and antique tractors.
218/927-4104.
Jun 30 Fairmont MN (FRM) 7a-12:30p
Annual Fly-In Breakfast 507/235-2537
Jun 30 Pine River MN (PWC) 7:30a-noon
Fly- In Bkfst. Francis, 218/587-3773.
Jun 30 Springfield MN (D42) 7a-noon
Fly-In Bkfst, Gary 507/723-6077.
Jul 6 Stanley ND (O8D) 8a-1p
Pncake Bkfst, 701/628-3183.
Jul 7 Austin MN (AUM) 7a-1p Fly-In Bkfst
507/437-8299, zabel.terry@mayo.edu.
Jul 7 Emmetsburg IA (EGQ) 7a-12:30p
Flight Bkfst, Keith 712/852-3810.
Jul 7 Winona MN (ONA) 7:30-11:30a
Bkfst/Airshow, airshow at 10:30a
507/452-2220, funnsky@hbci.com
Jul 13 Hibbing MN (HIB) 8a-1p
Breakfast FIy- In, 218/263-4152.
Jul 13-14 Casselton ND (5N8)
Planes on the Plains, 701/347-5519.
Jul 13-19 Fargo ND (FAR)
Marion Jayne XCountry Air Race & Fargo
300 Race 817/491-2842, 800/770-0538.
Jul 14 Blue Earth MN (SBU) 7a-noon
Fly-In Pncakes & Hangar Dedication
Ultralights. Victor, vjjson@bevcomm.net.
Jul 14 Forest City IA (FXY) 7a-noon
Pancake Bkfst, 641/581-2880.
Jul 14 Two Harbors MN (TWM) 7a-1p
Heritage Days Pncakes 218/834-2162.
Jul 18-20 Keokuk IA (EOK)
L-Birds Fly-In. Formation school; all
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Saga of a Fairchild

(Continued from page 7)

The Ranger remote oil tank holds 4 gallons, plus one in the engine. At 1 gal per hour that
barrel got used up fairly fast, and then flying suddenly got more expensive, even buying
multiple case lots from the distributor in Long Lake. There were a lot of old used Rangers around, usually having been replaced with another surplus one, because of excessive
oil consumption. People used to offer them free or want just a few bucks, providing I
would come get them out of their way. I once had 12 under my wings. After buying the
ship, I’d decided to build my own hangar there at Flying Cloud. I decided it couldn’t be
done single-handed so I went looking for a partner and found this guy restoring a 46 Bellanca and busily splicing wood in the wings, Larry Degner. We built a 3-stall with used
power line poles I got from work at NSP. We designed the bi-fold doors which he
welded with his little 110 volt buzz box. We each took one end and rented the middle out
to Bill Clinton for his Cessna 170A.
Those 12 old Rangers were a mix of hp sizes, which was determined by the pistons.The
flat-topped were 175 and ID’d by –2, slightly domed were 180, -3, higher dome 190, -4,
and the 200 was –5 but it also used a larger Marvel carb and different manifold, and more
advanced mag timing. By changing pistons at overhaul one could get whatever hp you
wanted.

Lee’s Saga will be continued next month
warbirds welcome. Irv 319/524-6378 or 6203.
Jul 20 Cook MN (CQM) 8:30a-2:30p
Breakfast/lunch served, static display, classic
cars. Friends of Aviation. 218/666-2200.
Jul 20-21 Eden Prairie MN (FCM) AirExpo
2002, Cakes/Omelets Jul 21 8a-1p NW corner
of airport. 952/746-6100, info@wotn.org.
Ron Wagner 952/937-0040.
Jul 21 Marshall MN (MML)
Red Baron Airshow. Free gate.
Lee VanDenBroeke 507/537-8011.
Jul 23-29 Oshkosh WI EAA (OSH)
AirVenture 2002 800/564-6322

Chapter 25 Sponsor

One Low Price. Plain and simple. Always!
Apple Valley Ford
(952) 431-5900

Apple Ford of Shakopee
(952) 445-2420

Stuff for Sale/Wanted
For Sale: 1936 Piper J-2 Project, three A40 Continental engines & parts, in hangar at Air Lake.
Al Morphew 952/898-1640
______________________________________
Wanted: Kit project, new or used, partially built OK.
Partnership acceptable. Looking for cruise range ~150.
952/435-5597 funtimes450@yahoo.com
____________________________________________
For Sale: Lycoming O-235C, 0 SMO, no accessories,
all logs. $4900.
John Curry 952/983-0742
____________________________________________
For Sale: 62-29 VW prop, beautiful condition for
plane or den, $300, plus numerous new/used gages.
Bert Sisler 952-8848920 sisle001@tc.umn.edu
___________________________________________
For Sale: One Share in J-3 Cub Club, currently $100
per quarter plus $20 per hour wet. Hangared at Crystal, priority to chapter members.
Keith Miesel 651-227-6199
___________________________________________
For Sale: one yellow tagged engine mount for a 1977
Decathlon.
Mark Kolesar, H 763-544-6766, W 612-371-5171.
For Sale: Hartzell propeller from Piper Cherokee 180
Ronn Winkler 952-829-5654
___________________________________________

For Sale: O-290-G Lyc, on stand with prop. $2,500
Csna 150 main gear/pants/cyl/tires-complete $250
Buick and Olds. Aluminum V8 engines-both $200
8” spinner w/plates—cont. bolt pattn, new in box $50
Gene Stinar EAA 121451 651/258-4432
___________________________________________
OSH Bed&Breakfast: Share my log home with fishing pond in woods-1/2 hr to OSH & resort/shopping.
Sleeps 6 in 4 bdrms + floor space. Email for pics/info
nschanke@pitnet.net
___________________________________________
"Tip-Up / Slider" Canopy for the RV6, RV7, and
RV9 aircraft. Loading baggage, fold-up bicycle etc is
really effortless. Rich Meske Columbus, OH
www.aircraftextras.com
__________________________________________
For Sale: 1/2 interest in RV-6A, completed and flying. George Jevnager’s partners are selling their half.
George 952-933-2485
___________________________________________
Needed: Someone with Great Lakes experience to
advise someone being discouraged from this project.
Separately, anyone interested in a partially completed
Great Lakes project?
Larry Martin 815/784-3476 nitram@tbcnet.com
___________________________________________
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